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Abstract

Purpose – To provide a more requirements-driven workload model for eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) benchmark over the electronic data exchange and management in collaborative commerce.

Design/methodology/approach – A three-component workload requirements model is formulated.
They are the XML object model, the XML query operation model, and the control model. The object
model extended from W3C data model gives a set of more generic data and document model. The
query model enhanced from current and common benchmarks gives a more generalized set of
standard and open queries against XML data and documents. The control model compiled from TPC
and industry standards gives a set of more systematic experimental variables and performance
metrics to set up and conduct an XML benchmark.

Findings – The long-standing research issues of domain dependency and application
irreproducibility of XML benchmarks are addressed, tackled and offered with a novel and
computer-aided alternative. Precision and cost-effectiveness through a synthetic, standard, and
scalable set of requirements-driven workload model are presented.

Research limitations/implications – XML constructs, constraints, and controls are investigated
both in terms of data and documents. Workload formulation from the requirements analysis is
explored. In-depth schema, query, and control model to provide scalability and portability can be
applied is developed.

Practical implications – Enterprise information integration over heterogeneous data sources has to
be achieved through XML. Performance measurement and evaluation on XML is vital. With a more
generic and generalized design, XML benchmark can become the key to the success of B2Bi
interoperability and performance.

Originality/value – An origin of requirements-driven benchmark modeling over collaborative
commerce is presented. A novel extension on W3C XML model is created. A innovative enhancement
from current XML benchmarks’ query model is developed.

Keywords Database management systems, Data structures

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and databases represents the core of the function
of a web-enabled (web, www, world wide web) enterprise information system (EIS), in
particular, on an enterprise information integration (EII) and enterprise application
integration (EAI) platform. With the drastically increasing amount of XML documents
and databases produced by web applications, and the dominating stance of XML as the
standard data exchange format; the XML data management system performance
issues have gradually become the key factor to determine the success of EIS.
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A benchmark is a standard by which something can be measured or judged.
Benchmarking is the process of evaluating different hardware systems or reviewing
different software systems on the same or different hardware platforms. An XML and
database benchmark is therefore a standard set of executable instructions that are used
to measure and compare the relative and quantitative performance of two or more
XML data management systems through the execution of controlled experiments.

Benchmark is the vital tool to measure, evaluate, and compare an XML and
database technology on EIS. Benchmark data such as throughput, jobs per time unit,
response time, time per job unit, and other measures serve to predict performance and
profile system, and help us to procure systems, plan capacity, and uncover
development bottlenecks for various user groups (Turbyfill, 1987; Gray, 1993; Carey
et al., 1993; TPC-W, 2002).

1.1 Research issues
A wide variety of standard database benchmarks have been developed and used in the
relational database management systems (RDBMS) and object-oriented/
object-relational database management systems (OODBMS/ORDBMS) areas.
Examples are the Wisconsin, AS3AP, TPC-C, TPC-H, TPC-R, and TPC-W, SAP R/3
ATO and SD benchmarks, and PeopleSoft eBill benchmark in the RDBMS area and the
OO1, HyperModel, ACOB, OO7, and BUCKY benchmarks in the OODBMS/ORDBMS
area (DeWitt, 1983; Gray, 1993; Carey, 1993; TPC-W, 2002; IBM, 2002; Microsoft, 2002;
Oracle, 2002; SAP, 2002).

However, these benchmarks were designed to evaluate traditional RDBMS and
OODBMS/ORDBMS, and not for XML data management system. Further, a structural
deficiency exists in these current synthetic and standard benchmarks. They are
domain-dependent and application-specific. Reproduction of test results cannot be
guaranteed and variation may occur at the actual user settings. More, (Gray, 1993;
TPC-W, 2002) pointed out that although standard and synthetic benchmarks can
model typical applications, there is no proven way to assess the representative degree
of these typical applications. Users must be aware that the test results may not be
reproduced in their environments. Users are advised to revise and reinstall these
benchmarks because standard benchmark results are the rough estimates and only
serve the purpose of relative comparison. The degree of difference depends on the
approximation of the workloads in the real environments to those defined in
the standard synthetic benchmarks. The degree of variation of results depends on the
approximation of the user workload to those defined in the standard synthetic
benchmarks. No interpolation of standard results is recommended.

1.2 Research approach
It is the objective of this research to propose a requirements-driven,
domain-independent, and synthetic workload model of benchmark for XML data
management. The intent is to provide an alternative to produce more precise,
reproducible, and representative benchmark results. It is the aim to develop a more
generic performance method is suitable to the web-based XML and database EIS from
the user’s perspective. A common carrier concept is adopted from requirements
analysis method that workload model can be considered to be a process of requirement
acquisition, analysis, and annotation. That is, workload requirements acquisition is to
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collect user requirements on the XML data management system. Workload analysis is
to identify and classify the main components in the requirements and workload
annotation is to define the analyzed requirements.

In this research, we adopt the generic W3C XML data model, adapt the current
domain-dependent XML query set, and compile the common control factors in
experiment setup.

It is a systematic and workload-centric approach to benchmark XML databases. In
this research, we hope to achieve three goals. First, we hope that it is a
computer-assisted synthetic benchmark design where the workload development can
be automated via a set of editors and generators. Second, the workload design can be
undertaken as a process of workload requirements formulation in terms of acquisition,
analysis, and annotation. Third, the integration can be accomplished via the XML
schema analysis, operation analysis, and control analysis.

This paper is organized into seven sections. Section 1 introduces this research.
Section 2 briefly defines benchmark and workload. Section 3 reviews the current XML
benchmark methods. Section 4 presents the workload design with three components
for XML benchmark. Section 5 depicts a prototype system built to be an
implementation of our workload model. Section 6 discusses the technical and
managerial implications of our new method. Section 7 concludes this paper with a brief
summary and the future research directions.

2. Benchmark and workload
A workload is the amount of work assigned to or performed by a worker or unit of
workers in a given time period. A workload is best described by analyzing the amount
of work, the rate at which the work is created, and the characteristics, distribution, and
content of the work.

To analyze a workload is to characterize a workload from three main aspects. They
are the schema aspect, the operation aspect, and the control aspect (Schmidt et al.
2001a, b, 2000; Florescu and Kossmann, 1999). These aspects are based on two main
kinds of variables that are required to design a benchmark workload. They are the
experimental factors and performance metrics. Experimental factors are called
the explanatory variables, predictors, or independent variables that have effects on the
system performance. Examples are the size of database, the complexity of query, and
the number of users. Performance metrics are called the response variables, indicators,
or dependent variables that will be affected by the experimental factors. Examples are
the throughput, the response time, and the price/performance ratio.

In this research, a workload-centric approach is adopted to tackle the XML
benchmark development issue. An integral XML workload design is expected to
provide a viable alternative. In specific, we conduct XML schema analysis to analyze
the XML database size, the data type, the data distribution, the data relationship, and
the indexing type requirements. XML operation analysis is to assess the operation
type, the output mode, the result size, the query and traversal complexity, the indexing
type, and the operation distribution requirements. Control analysis is to appraise the
test duration, the number of user, the precedence of query, the frequency and
distribution of query, the execution mode, the steady state, and the performance metric
requirements (Table I, Figure 1).
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3. XML
3.1 XML fundamentals
XML is a fast emerging standard for representing data on the internet. Like HTML,
XML is a subset of SGML. XML tags provide the semantics of the data itself and make
it possible for programs to interpret the data in multiple ways when receiving an XML
document. From a database point of view, XML raises a different exciting possibility:
with the data stored in XML documents, it should be possible to query, share, or
exchange the contents of these documents.

3.2 XML data and document management
It is becoming increasingly important to effectively and efficiently manage XML
documents while this schema-less and self-describing data representation language,
XML, is quickly emerged as the standard for information interchange on the web.
There are currently two main thrusts of database design: relational and
object-relational databases. A relational or object-oriented database is suitable for

Figure 1.
Benchmark and workload

relationship
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storing and retrieving the data-centric XML documents. Native XML databases or
content management systems are better suited for storing and retrieving both
document-oriented XML data. Native data stores are tailored to XML requirements
and supported specific XML requirements to promote performance. Relational and
object-relational systems, on the other hand, offer some form of XML support and
provide good scalability.

3.3 XML benchmarks
XMach-1 benchmark is modeled for a web application using XML data. It evaluates
standard and non-standard linguistic features such as insertion, deletion, querying
URL, and aggregate operations (Bohme, 2001). Xmark benchmark developed under the
XML benchmark project at CWI, is a very recent benchmark proposed for XML data
stores. The benchmark consists of an application scenario which models an internet
auction site and 20 XQuery challenges designed to cover the essentials of XML query
processing. These queries have been evaluated on an internal research prototype,
Monet XML (Schmidt, 2001a, b). XOO7 is an adaptation of the OO7 benchmark. OO7
provides an evaluation of object-oriented database management system (OODMBS)
performance. The main OODBMS and storage managers have been benchmarked
against OO7: E/Exodus, Objectivity/DB, and Ontos. In the X007 benchmark, the OO7
schema and instances are mapped into a DTD and the corresponding XML data sets. In
X007 benchmark, it evaluates the performance of query processing facilities of: LORE,
a special-purpose (or semi structured) system university prototype; Kweelt, an open
source university prototype that works on ASCII XML data files; and a commercial
object-relational database system (OR-DBMS) that provides a simple but limited
mapping of XML data into object-relational data (Li et al., 2001).

We compile these operations of an XML query language in Table I. These functions
are XML construct, XML constraint, XML path expression, XML reconstruction, XML
recursive query, XML casting, XML aggregation, and XML sorting and ordering.

XMark and XMach-1 benchmarks conform much more to the data-centric properties
of XML database management systems. These properties are selection, projection,
reduction, and mandatory schema requirement and generally exist in traditional
database systems. X007 is extended to cater to the document-centric queries of the
XML database management systems. XMark and XMach-1 benchmarks are modeled
for specific application scenarios. The objective of X007 is to develop a benchmark for
comparing querying capabilities of XML database systems based on the 007
benchmark framework. The workload model of these benchmarks are fixed and limited
to one application domain. None of them provide a requirements-driven workload
model and interactive interface for users to test their own systems. Table II presents
the capabilities of XML database systems that need to be captured by the benchmarks
and what the current benchmarks cover versus our approach. A comparison of
benchmarks over XML database system characteristics is tabulated.

4. A requirements-driven workload model for XML benchmark
The XML data model specifies the characteristics and construction of data and
metadata needed to be accessed by XML DBMS. The XML query model describes the
functionalities and query behaviors required to access the XML database. The control
model defines the variables that are used to setup the test experiments. The common
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carrier concept is adopted from requirements analysis so that an integral set of
workload requirements from XML data and operation can be formulated. The
integration is based on the application of a more generic abstraction of XML constructs
and XML traversals. Figure 2 shows the design of our research model.

4.1 A more generic XML object model
We use a graph data model extended from W3C data model, similar to the
semi-structure model to abstract XML as a directed labeled graph in which the nodes
model objects and the outgoing edges of an object model the attributes of the object.
Edges are labeled with attribute names. Each object has a unique identifier that is
denoted as ID in the DTD and Schema notions and each internal object has a set of

Benchmarks

Operations XMach-1 XMark X007
Alternative XML

storage in RDBMS
This

research

Selection queries
p p p p p

Project queries
p p p p

Reduction: remove a selected element
p p p p

Restructuring: reorder sub elements
p p p p p

Construction: output new structure
p p p p

Remote execution: data and evaluator
on different machines
Preserve implicit order

p p p

Exploit schema
p p p p

Schema less document manipulations
p p

Xlink and XPointer manipulations
Streaming data processing: schema
generation on the fly
Transaction processing
Text search

p p p p

View processing
Stored procedures and triggers
User defined functions

p p p

Aggregate manipulations
p p

Update element/database
p p

Delete element/database
p p p

Append data
p p p

Extract results based on similarity
criterion
Quality based retrieval: top-K results

Table II.
Comparison of current

XML benchmarks with
this research

Figure 2.
Research model of

requirements-driven XML
benchmark
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attributes. In addition, the leaves in this graph are labeled with data values. The edges
whose target objects are leaves are called data attributes; the other attributes are called
references denoted as IDREF.

Hence, in our model, an XML document is represented as elements and sub
elements. Objects and its sub-objects, and edges representing relationships between
different elements and its attributes, construct an XML tree hierarchy. Each object
owns a sub tree with all its descendants. Attributes can be data attributes with data
value or references attributes referred to another object. The tree hierarchy of the XML
document is shown in Figure 3.

4.2 A more generic XML query model
A more generic XML query model is unlike the relational query set. The hierarchical
relationships and order information need to preserve and store in the XML database.
Based on the generic characteristics of XML data model, we study the XML queries in
the applications and classify them into 16 categories according to query functionalities
as shown in Figure 4 (Schmidt, 2001a, b, 2000; Florescu and Kossmann, 1999).

4.2.1 Exact match. This queries the XML database to handle simple string lookups
with a full-specified path. This simple query is mainly used to establish a simple
performance primitive unit to help establish a “metric” to interpret subsequent queries.
These queries can be easily translated into SQL queries in a straightforward way when
XML documents are stored in the relational databases. We analyze the queries in this
module and find there are five main types of operations in this module.

4.2.2 Ordered access. These queries should help users to gain an insight of how the
XML DBMS copes with the intrinsic order of XML documents and how efficient they
can expect the DBMS to handle queries with order constraints.

Figure 3.
Generic hierarchy of XML
data and document object
model
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4.2.3 Casting. Strings are the generic data type in XML documents. Queries that
interpret strings will often need to cast strings to another data type. Especially if there
is no additional schema information or just a DTD or Schema at hand, data type
transformations are likely to occur more frequently. It carries more semantics when
transforming to different data types.

4.2.4 Regular path expressions. Regular path expressions are a fundamental
building block of virtually every query language for XML or semi-structured data and
make it possible to navigate through irregular or unpredictable structures and ask for
the transitive closure of an element. These queries investigate how well the query
processor can optimize path expressions and prune traversals of irrelevant parts of
the tree.

4.2.5 Chasing references. References are the integral part of XML as they allow
richer relationships than just hierarchical element structures. These queries define
horizontal traversals with increasing complexity.

4.2.6 Construction of complex results. Constructing new elements may put the
storage engine under stress especially in the context of creating materialized document
views. The following query reverses the structure of person records by grouping them
according to the interest profile of a person. The cost of generating textual answers

Figure 4.
Generic structure of XML

query model
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and creating materialized views may differ greatly. In this module, we do not require
the system to construct a materialize view. We focus on the cost of creating a view and
outputting text.

4.2.7 Joins on values. These queries test the database ability to handle large results.
Joins are on the basis values in these queries. The difference between these queries and
reference chasing queries is that references are specified in the DTD or schema.

4.2.8 Reconstruction. The queries in this section are the action to the reconstruction of
the original document from its broken-down representation. Accessing and combining
different parts within documents generate the query results. These queries test the
ability of the XML databases to reconstruct portions of the original XML document.

4.2.9 Full text. It challenges the textual nature of XML documents and conducts a
full-text search in the form of keyword search.

4.2.10 Path traversals. The structure of an XML document is a tree hierarchy.
This property evokes the path traversals when executing a query. These queries test
the ability of the XML database to do depth first path navigation. We check the
existence of paths or navigate the path.

4.2.11 Missing elements. These queries are to test how well the query processors
know to deal with the semi-structured aspect of XML data, especially elements that are
declared optional in the DTD. A missing element may or may not be a NULL valued
element, and hence NULL value manipulation will take on additional complexity.
This is important to XML database how to deal with the NULL value manipulation.

4.2.12 Function application. In the XML world, the application of user-defined
functions is very important because they allow the user not only to enrich semantics to
generic string that go beyond type coercion, but also extend the flexibility of the XML
query functionalities.

4.2.13 Sorting. SORTBY clauses in XML query language often play the role of
ORDER BY and GROUP BY in SQL. There can be sorting on generic string or the
elements in a specified order. In addition, SORTBY clauses may combine with a
complex application or use the environment values in its constraint. This leads two
different situations when doing SORTBY clauses.

4.2.14 Aggregation. Aggregation will increase in complexity when order and
document structure need to be preserved in some form. This aggregation query is truly
semi-structured as it also includes those objects for whose the relevant data is not
available. This kind of query tests the ability of aggregation in the XML database
systems.

4.2.15 Structural recursion. The query puts the structural recursion to the proof.
Queries can be along with paths and paths can consist of recursive calls to it or sub
path, structural recursion should be supported. The query test how structural
recursion is handled in the XML database.

4.2.16 Updates operations. Updates operations include insert, update, or delete to an
XML document. Insert and delete operations are propagated in this query model. Insert
operations include inserting a new element and inserting new attributes to an existing
element. Delete operations include deleting an element and deleting an attribute to an
existing element from an XML document.

4.2.17 Requirements-driven data and query. To support scalability, a
requirements-driven data model to specify different database sizes and load volumes
is necessary. Because of the widespread and various usage of XML on the internet
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application, the variety of document structures raises the importance of the
requirements-driven data model for the XML database benchmark. The
requirements-driven XML data model includes two dimensions.

. Schema/without schema. An XML document can conform to a schema or not.

. Inner structure of the XML documents. In data model, an XML document
contains objects, data attributes, and reference attributes. The
requirements-driven XML data model is flexible in the number of objects, data
attributes, and reference attributes.

. Ad hoc XML query. An XML query can be accommodated via the schema
selection and Xquery input.

4.3 Control model
We collect and compile the control variables from standard benchmarks.

. Test duration. A test consists of one or more measurement intervals. Each
measurement interval must begin after the system has reached steady state and
be long enough to generate reproducible throughput results. Each measurement
interval must extend uninterrupted for a period of time.

. Test sequence. The test sequence means the order of the execution transactions.
We define the test sequence to the transactions to avoid the problem that some
transaction may cause warm result or other interfering factors.

. Steady state. The test must be conducted in a steady state condition that
represents the true sustainable throughput of the system under test.

. Performance metrics. We refer to the response time or throughput as performance
metrics in a benchmark. Query response time and query throughput are used most
frequently as the performance metrics to a tested database system.

. Test mode. The test queries transmit three kinds of test result. There are cold,
warm, and hot results and these results are determined by the test mode
according to the condition of memory cache.

. Number of repetitions. The number of repetitions is the execution times of a
transaction to be repeated in a test.

5. Prototype implementation
In this research, we have created a prototype system to implement the integral
XML workload design. A set of workload requirements editors and a set of workload
requirements generator have been built based on the research model. The
implementation is to provide an illustration that the more requirements-driven and
generic approach to benchmarking is feasible and promising. A computer-aided
workload specification and structure is doable and cost beneficial. The prototype
system is created using the three-tier web client server architecture. The
prototype system structure and components are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The prototype system is composed of a set of requirements editors and a set of
requirements generators. The set of editors consist of an XML data loader, an XML
query editor including an XML query selector and an XML requirements-driven query
input editor, a control model editor, and a results collector. The data loader accepts user
schema. The query editor accepts user operation either from a generic set of query
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modules or the user query inputs. The control model editor accepts the setup data. The
workload generator is to parse the schema scripts, the operation scripts, and the control
scripts into Xquery and Java API codes. A results collector and a test driver are to
drive and monitor the experiments based on the control requirements. The main menu
of the prototype system is shown in Figure 7.

5.1 XML data loader
In the XML data loader, users can specify data requirements and database characteristics
of the test suite. The schema complexity is recommended to be compatible with the query
model. Data items that can be specified are objects, sub objects, data attributes, and
reference attributes. Objects and its sub objects own the parent-child relationships. Test
database size by the number of instances is specified as well.

5.2 Query generator
In the XML query generator, two selections are available. They are the query selector
that uses a set of 16 generic XML query modules, and the requirements-driven query
input that allows users to input XML path expressions and operations as shown in
Figures 8 and 9. The generic set of 16 query modules is compiled from the basics of

Figure 5.
Prototype system
structure
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Figure 6.
Components of the

prototype system

Figure 7.
Main menu of

requirements-driven XML
benchmark
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Figure 8.
XML query selector

Figure 9.
XML requirements-driven
query editor
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XML tree hierarchy and the summation of XML benchmark literature described and
discussed in prior sections.

5.3 Control model editor
A primitive control model editor is built to accommodate the main control
requirements such as the test duration, the test sequence, and the number of repetitions
as shown in Figure 10. The control editor is embedded with the query model editor.
Once the query module is selected or the new query requirements are inputted, the
control editor will pop up and be ready to accept control setup. After this, the system
will automatically parse and generate corresponding codes to issue XML queries and
execute the benchmark.

5.4 Results collector
A primitive results collector is responsible to collect the timing statistics. We consider
the transmission time and the processing time from the point when the XML request is
sent from the web client to the point when the XML result is returned. Response time
and throughput are the main metrics we compute and produce for each query set in a
test sequence as shown in Figures 11 and 12.

6. Managerial implications
XML as a data interchange format has been penetrating virtually all areas of
internet application development. XML technology is applied over web-based
information infrastructure. Users increasingly focus on the database technology
when massive amounts of XML data and documents produced by web

Figure 10.
Control model editor
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Figure 11.
Test results of standard
query module

Figure 12.
Test result of
requirements-driven query
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applications raises the importance of the data management issues. The
performance issue is vital to management and technicians. Database
benchmarking becomes indispensable in the course of the XML technology
evolution and development. In this research, we have developed a workload-centric
approach to benchmark XML data management. We have presented an integral
workload design that is more generic, more requirements-driven, and more flexible.
A requirements-centric workload model is formulated to tackle the issue of
structural deficiency of the current synthetic benchmarks. A common carrier
concept is adopted from requirements analysis to treat the workload model as a
process of workload requirements acquisition, analysis and annotation. A study on
the integral syntax and semantics of XML data organization and XML operation
behavior gives the foundation of the common carrier to be created in order to
collect and capture the XML workload characteristics. This integration focus is
supported by the more generic approach to model XML schema and application.
Scalability feature is created in the prototype. In the prototype, users can view the
performance results with ease through the interactive interface. These may in turn
assist managers to predict and profile system performance. Table III summarizes a
simple comparison and contrast between this research benchmark versus the
current XML benchmarks. The comparison is made based on the desired
properties of a benchmark proposed by Gray (1993) and DeWitt (1993). They are
the relevance, portability, scalability, and simplicity of a benchmark. We compare
and contrast:

. if there is a restriction on XML document structure;

. if there is a database size and load volume scalability;

. if there is a query type variability; and

. if there is an ad hoc and requirements-driven interface for schema input and
operation input.

7. Concluding remarks and future research directions
7.1 Summary
In this paper, we have presented a new and more integral XML workload design for
benchmark that is developed from the perspective of users’ requirements. We address
the research issue of domain dependency and the lack of a more representative XML
benchmark by using the concept of common carrier. We have developed a more generic

Workload characteristics Xmach-1 Xmark X007
Alternative XML storage
in RDBMS

This
research

The restriction of the XML document
structure Yes Yes Yes Yes Partial
The variable database sizes and load
volumes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
The flexibility of selectivity of the
query types to challenge DBMS No No No No Yes
The requirements-driven query
inputs No No No No Yes

Table III.
Comparison of current

benchmark
characteristics with this

research
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and more requirements-driven workload model that is created as an integral process of
XML workload requirements acquisition, analysis, and annotation. A three-component
workload model is constructed. It is composed of the XML data model, the XML query
model, and the control model. The XML data model is formed and based on the generic
graph data model and Meta model to describe data requirements. The XML query
model is formed and based on the generic set of operation behavior compatible with the
XML data model. The control model is formed and based on the control characteristics
of standard benchmarks. A prototype system is created with a set of requirements
editors and a set of workload generators. The implementation is built to illustrate the
feasibility and validity of the workload model design. A more automatic and cost
effective measure is provided.

7.2 Future research directions
In our future research directions, we will continue to work on the following related
issues.

. To extend our data model to support a wider scale of XML schema.

. To expand our query model to reach a full flexibility of XML operations.

. To install our implementation of the pure XML workload on XML DBMS,
RDBMS with XML features, and ORDBMS with XML solutions to compare their
performances.

. To design a computer-aided benchmarking environment that can provide a set of
toolbox such as a bottleneck detector and alert, a troubleshooting aid, a
performance tuning, and an analysis expert system.
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